
TOYOTA CASE STUDY

This case study describes how one of the world's most successful companies selected an open source solution to
replace the core systems at Toyota (GB) PLC .

These factors are affecting the demand for new cars. The complexity is in the sheer number of permutations
available. This is described in a separate Case Study, See Case Study Toyota invest in 1Tech's process
engineering expertise Implementation of a sound, flexible product model on which to build subsequent
components and applications No licence fees and the implementation of core functionality using standard
components, as well as out-of-the box administrative functions, led to the cost of the new development being a
fraction of the expected overall project costs Conclusion 1Tech not only demonstrated the ability to deliver
industrial-strength, business-critical applications to a major and complex enterprise, but also to work within
and contribute to a disciplined, quality-oriented organisation. Overall, this represents approximately 80,
potential learners with a wide range of job roles and learning needs. Working with the team at TME, the
Fosway analysts were able to guide them through our well-established process. In addition, it supports
approximately 3, retailers across the entire region. Product Development - Key to the success in the car market
is new models which stimulate demand and loyalty to the Toyota brand. Toyota has reputation for producing
cars which are greener, more fuel efficient, and of good performance. Businesses are utilizing technology
more than ever before, with less face to face meetings. What happened next? It is vitally important that such
an approach is driven by the business architecture so that dependencies between components are recognised by
the sequence of implementation. Saturation, over supply in the developed world, has led manufacturers to look
to China, India and emerging markets where population, income and demand is growing. Threats and
Problems Car manufacturers are facing growing political and consumer group pressure to produce cars that are
more fuel-efficient and reduce emissions. Adopting a flexible and pragmatic approach they have, helped us to
structure and apply an effective and efficient selection process, which added lots of value. To operate
successfully, the company must be able to understand trends within the marketplace and respond swiftly to
opportunities and challenges. As with many of our advisory engagements, Fosway performed a number of
roles, supporting the internal team by acting as analyst, critical friend and facilitator. This supported the need
for a sound business change strategy, but had significant ramifications for the implementation of the systems
themselves as each new or replaced business application had to be absorbed by the user community whilst its
predecessor and supporting legacy applications remained operational behind the scenes. It has huge financial
strength, a sales turnover of , million for and sales growth of  To meet these challenges, Toyota developed a
progressive approach which would allow each major component to be specified, implemented, verified and
adopted before moving on to the next. Their involvement was key to ensuring any new solution was able to
drive performance and deliver better business results. However, these countries have national brands which
are growing in popularity. Working collaboratively alongside the internal teams we were able to partner with
them and help TME to make informed choices throughout the process. This has reduced the demand for larger
cars, and an upswing in demand for fuel efficient smaller cars. The Problem Each year, Toyota offers its
worldwide marketing subsidiaries a range of vehicles with some 20 million configuration options. At the core
of the Toyota business architecture is the product lifecycle, around which all business critical systems revolve.
They identified that they needed support across some key areas: gathering existing and future requirements,
gaining external market insight on vendor options, identifying best practice from other corporate organisations
in Europe and helping structure the overall selection process to ensure it was streamlined, but robust. TME has
a small, but very experienced and capable team of learning technology professionals, but recognised that to
accelerate their learning technology decision making and de-risk the process, external help was required. It is
the second largest car manufacturer in the world, after General Motors. It is not just a matter of replacing
systems; whilst that is not simple, the biggest challenge was in managing the business change which
accompanied it. Governments across Europe are encouraging car-share and alternative forms of transport.
Having demonstrated the capabilities of both opentaps and its team, 1Tech were engaged to advise on and
implement Product Lifecycle Management, working with in-house legacy system teams to develop a
homogeneous solution. Their insight and understanding of the European corporate learning and the learning
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technology sector, combined with their independent guidance, really sets them apart. This aspect of the
process makes Fosway uniquely positioned to accelerate and de-risk decision making when a client is
investing in new learning or HR technology. This enabled ME to shortlist and make the final selection, being
confident that all the requirements were met and the process was fair but thorough. Changing demographics.
The challenge was in the deadline, which 1Tech met by developing and demonstrating the application in just
several weeks. After 10 years of using the same LMS solution TME, as part of its ongoing focus on
continuous improvement, identified the need to re-assess its options for a learning platform; one that would
meet its future needs and support new methods of delivering learning. Toyota was the first car manufacturer to
market hybrid gas and electric fuel, with the launch of Prius model, ahead of competitors. Each subsidiary can
additionally market a range of locally fitted options ranging from specialist upholstery and trim through to
in-car entertainment and navigation systems.


